Pres Sinclair Rakes Local Businessmen for Snubbing U

Dr. Gregg M. Sinclair, president of the University of Hawaii, who has criticized the Merchant Street crowd and other local businessmen who forced the local institution in sending their children and money to other schools. This week he told incoming freshmen that they “can probably get a better education in an average of many reputable schools on the Mainland. Speaking to about 1,000 freshmen at the Arthur L. Andrews Theater during a conversation opening a week of orientation for the new students, Dr. Sinclair said:

"Claim Sold Too Sweeping"

"We have in our curriculum many more courses that will give the student a better idea of the kind of world we live in than do many Mainland schools. I have often said that our university has more courses on Asia than have all the universities and colleges of New England combined."

A score well versed on developments at the university told the RECORD that while he disagreed with the president, particularly on Far East studies, he said that the liberal campus would get much bigger appropriations and also more fellowships. If they were sending their children to the University of Hawaii.

Treasurer Brown Will Not Pay Llanos’ Debts; Rumors To Contrary

Alejandro Llanos, according to reports from reliable sources, may now be seeking his many creditors with a story that his debts will be assumed by the Territorial treasurer. The treasurer has said that the state is not responsible for the debts of the late man. Llanos, dead some six months ago, owed the Territory for various sums in connection with the depression.

Yet Boxer JAiled in Welfare Case, Can’t See Police

By EDDIE REYES

"I don’t see why they’re sending my husband to jail,” says pretty young Celestina Reyes, mother of two children.

Her husband is Eddie Reyes, well-known local boxer and veteran of World War II, sentenced Tuesday by Judge Griffith Wight to spend five nights in jail for failing to appear in court, where he had been ordered to appear.

Chinese Domino Players Ired Over Cops’ Rowdiness, Consider Action

Coll, Steadman, Others, Refused To Give Hearing

Nine years ago, an inspector on the staff of the liquor commission, having been fired for “misconduct,” appealed his discharge and asked for a rehearing. The commission, with Ray Coll, Sr., sitting as chairman, refused to grant it. So did the Territorial Civil Service Commission, although civil service rules make a request for rehearing of the verdict of the appeals.

In that former instance, his appeal still unheard, awaits what he calls "a little time" to throw his case back before the oaths were taken. He d.d. demand the vindication of the charge which caused his dismissal and which he scares to the maine of former Chief of Police W. O. Gabrielson.

(or more on page 1)

Lanai Pine Manager Shows Fist To Candidate for Telling of Gov’s Ride

A Democratic candidate looking up the back alley while speaking at the Lanai gymnasium and said that he intended to take what he called the "Dexter (Blue Jay) Fraser, Democratic candidate for the Senate from Maui, was telling the audience how Lanai, the Hawaiian Pine-owned island, got its runway seven years ago.

In 1918, according to the story, Governor Delano, back then in Washington, made a trip to Lanai in accepting an invitation to the American Legion function. There being no air transportation to the island, the governor took the sampans Naino, operated by the nine crewmen from Mala, Maui, to Kauai, where the Laie.

At Manaino Point, Captain Jess (more on page 7)

ILWU Finds Co. Out To Lower Dockers’ Wages, Gets Contract Next Day

Longshoremen of ILWU Local 136 held the minimum wagefront wage line last week after a local company, beginning a small independent strike last week, was forced to offer wages at $1.20 per hour—40 cents less than the minimum allowed.

The company was Young’s Express of 1612 Maui St., and the cargo it was moving consisted of an amount of scrap iron purchased by a mainland firm from the local company.
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Vengeance Raid?

Just up Pauahi St., at 77 N. Pauahi, San Kau’u ran into a group of four men who took the man and his car. The driver threw his car door from the inside. Before he could open the door, the man stuck his blade in window of the car, cut through the side, and the blade of a policeman’s ax was already in the man’s head.

It was the beginning of an angry scene. The policeman’s ax was already in the man’s head.
Indo-China Time Table
At Saigon, the French government press agents were informed yesterday that the Viet Minh guerrillas had opened a new offensive. This time the press became "electrified" by the news and it played up the stories of Indo-China fighting with big nationalistic headlines.

ONLY A FEW WEEKS ago it was the French authorities at Saigon who were "classified as unconfirmed reports" of the capture by their forces from Viet Minh guerrillas of a "probable" copy of a national military alliance document which have been signed on July 10 by Ho Chi Minh's government and the Peking government.

Because of the "unconfirmed reports," the French were afraid that their forces might be living with the threat of a "protracted" conflict. (The word "protracted" has been used to describe the war in Indo-China.)

Tragic Waste ByAMA
President Truman's Point Four program, propaganda-wise, is on an American plan to disarm the world of its arms. In the U.S., the War Department has announced that the U.S. will spend more than $100 million on a program to aid the world. The program will cost the U.S. about $100 million.

Believer In Democracy
The vote was a decisive one, with one lone count of Los Angeles voting against all "in-" races. The vote in Los Angeles is a significant one for the future of the democratic party, as it is the first such vote in the state of California.

The vote in Los Angeles is a significant one for the future of the democratic party, as it is the first such vote in the state of California.
Political Sidelights

"Boo," a St. Ibbys employed at the OBO, said, "I'm afraid that he's going to be out of a job in the near future."

"Well, I don't know," someone else replied. "He seems to have been doing a good job on the installation work in the office of C.O. Treasurer Chow Hoon. He was the one who came up with the idea of installing the new safe and security system."

"But it's not his fault," a third person added. "It's management's fault for not giving him proper recognition for his efforts."

"I hope they change their minds," someone else said. "He's been with the company for over 10 years and has always been a dedicated employee."
PHILIPPINES
Congressman Has Excuses For Corruption; Surveys Foreign Posts

Out of about 6,000,000 pesos on liberty to foreign services by the Philippine government (M4,000), are spent in Hawaii, Congressmen Raymond A. Arnoldo, chairman of the Finance Committee of the Philippine House of Representatives, said ORD last week during his stopover in Honolulu as part of his official trip to Hawaii, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.

The immigration government has a deficit of 558,000 pesos, he explained, while those at New York, San Francisco, and Los Angeles are in the black. Arnoldo's report is the third of his official trip to the United States.
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Why Mr. Harrison?

BY JOHN B. STONE for Federated Press

Appointment of President William Henry Harrison of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, the mighty owner of the National Producers Department, should cause profound concern in anyone aware of the role of wireless stations in World War II and their representatives in the Washington government during that war.

As a second level "industry expert" in Donald Nelson's War Producers Board, Mr. Harrison performed duties which were disinterested by their lack of accomplishment for the war effort and by their very substantial contribution to the enrichment of the country's big corporations.

One of WORLD'S BIGGEST CARTELS

His coming on of the National Telephone & Telegraph, one of the world's biggest and most powerful cartels, is an association with top leaders of the German Nazi's, its integration into the industrial fabric which made the world of the Storm Trooper possible, in a nation of history. There is no tangible evidence that I. T. & T. has undergone a magic change of attitude.

First, look at the record of Harrison's own contributions to our war mobilization in the 1930s, a record which shows the real soul of the I. T. & T. government and which has always been available to Commerce Secretary Charles Sawyer and President Truman, who appointed him.

In 1929, called the "crucial year" by official historians of WPS, the Army under the leadership of Gen. Breckinridge Somervell, was going his life battling vast plantations with fanners' money to be integrated into the production system of the steel companies and other producers of war materials.

The Army program went so far that President Franklin D. Roosevelt issued a direct order that the steel expansion must be halted. The program, most of which was to the ultimate advantage of the big corporations, was draining away supplies desperately needed at very high cost.

HARRISON COMMITTEE FAILED

In other words, the Army program was using materials needed immediately in building huge plants which couldn't go into production for years and for which there was no manpower available anywhere.

That's where Harrison came in. He had been a director of production for WPS after getting up with GIA and its predecessors. He was appointed head of a committee to halt the Army waste of materials and manpower under the Somervell direct.

Helped by Heinrich Lindler to the Hill

But probably of even more significance for America and its allies to come were the efforts of the same man, Heinrich Lindler, now the chairman of an American company whose thinking he is bound to carry back into Germany.

As late as 1935 and 1936, I. T. & T. and the Nazi-headed company in which he is a director, owned 63 per cent of the American and 16 per cent of the German stock. This is the German-owned company in Germany, the largest of the German-owned companies in America.

The war will end when the German-owned companies in the U.S. and Germany will be taken over by the Allies.

One is forced to ask, in the very interests of his country, whether the executive of the friends of the U.S. people of the U.S. who have been the present head of I. T. & T. is to take D. T. & T.'s job for the present war mobilization.

Matson People Here

"Very Nice," Says New Shipping Competition

BY SPECIAL WRITER

After two months of competing with the mighty Matson Navigation Company, the Pacific Tanker Line, on a new type of service last week, was extremely well received, thank you, and looking forward to bigger and better business in the coming months.

The Pacific Tanker Line will be the "American Transport Company," in the words of the stenographer.

"The Matson people have been very nice," a company spokesman was quoted as saying. "Our men recognize the obvious fact that we're competing." The Matson competition is a new service to the United States that has been carried on by Matson in local

One of the tangible signs of Matson's new competition is the new type of advertising campaign now being carried on by Matson in local

The first time in years, said a Matson spokesman, "that they've advertised their traffic, do you know?" That's always just played up the line in.

Though Pacific Transport has brought only four ships to Hono-

Holly on April 13, after a long, hard struggle with the much larger Matson Company.

One word to the wise, however, before taking the words of the Matson spokesman literally, was the statement that the Pacific Transport Company will have a greatly enlarged fleet in the coming months and will be able to offer a much wider range of services.

One of the most striking signs of Matson's new competition is the new type of advertising campaign now being carried on by Matson in local
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Three Birds, One Stone

When the matter of coming out of the Pacific shipping industry, proposed by various shipping companies in Hawaii, and the Manilla authorities, Marcos M., leader of the largest labor organization in the Philippines and the man who plans the men and members of the Manilla city board, came up with these suggestions:

1. The Philippines ship available for the major towns of the country than that now is here.

3. Solve the problem of peace and war, and the need for a capable, well-organized government.

To achieve this triple objective, he suggested the drafting of a new constitution for the Philippines, with the cabinet in Washington, D.C., under the control of the President Line and the Waterman Steamship Line for the

The best chance, in small shipping circles, of becoming the company which will break permanently Matson's long-time monopoly of the line on.
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WATTS REPAIRING
Guaranteed
Jay Deiss Gives Washington Story
Of Un-Americans and Their Victims

A WASHINGTON STORY, By J. Deiss
(Delan, Sloan and Pearce, $1.25)

This book is a "must" for any who are interested in the relatively large number of witnesses before the House subcommittee on Un-American Activities. Witness after witness took turns to place himself in the position of any of a number of characters presented by Jay Deiss and reflect upon what he would react—and mean if he were in that position.

Here, in a story evidently underwritten by a lawyer who knows official Washington, is a picture of how Un-Americans at work. Nor is this the reviewer's view; it is called that. It is Jay Deiss, "deputy" of the early American "cabal," who says, who had been associated at the University of Texas, who wrote this book. He had written on American papers, edited a Presbyterian newspaper at the University of Chicago, and worked on a government information official in Washington. In today's headlines "It is," as the lawyer says, "a story of an American's struggle, told by an American who knows what it means." This book can be found in any of the leading bookstores.

Filibos-Rove-Thompson, secretary-to-an-insignificant-government-department, has an "excellent" efficiency rating for all the time she has been "asleep at the job. But she had been appointed to be a government secretary—a mission impossible," to handle the intricate problems of the government. The book is clearly written and easily understood by the average reader.
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Treasurer Brown Will Not Pay Loyalists’ Debts; Rumors to Contrary

Among the rumors currently esti-
mated by Loyalists at 400 in number.

The RECEIPT has a number of stories about the past of the Loyalists, including stocks, seeking loans and engage-
ments in worthless financial operations involving companies
bearing the names of: Parisian Estates Ltd., the American Stock-
coll, Steadman, Others, Refused to Give Hearing

On the front page, there is an article about Eddie Reyes, who was said to have been arrested for welfare fraud. The article mentions that he was caught by a welfare officer and was charged with $375 for his involvement.

Another article discusses a possible conflict between the Korean government and the U.S. regarding the "Korean Pig" issue. The article speculates about the potential consequences of such a conflict and its impact on global politics.

The section on "Newswave Blushes" includes an article on the Sept. 18 issue of Newsweek magazine, which focused on the Growing anti-Americanism in China. The article notes that the magazine's coverage aligned with the U.S. government's interests.

A piece on "Lanai Pine Manager Shows Fists to Candidate for Telling of Gov’s Ride" discusses a manager at the Pine Company who threatened a candidate for the governor's seat, demanding that the candidate withdraw her campaign.

The "Contractors Burn" section includes an article on contractors being unable to complete projects due to lack of funding or legal issues.

The "Classified Directory" section contains various classified ads, including job offers and real estate listings.

In the "Auto Top Spot" section, there are ads for various products and services, including car washes and auto upholstery.

The "FLOOR FINISHERS" section includes ads for flooring services and related products.

The "FUNERAL PARLORS" section includes ads for funeral services and related products.

The "BURLINGTON FLOOR PARLORS" section includes ads for floor sanding services.

The "SCANDALIZED" section includes ads for various services, including hair care and bodybuilding.
LOOK AT THEIR RECORDS

The political campaign season has started and the hand-sucking politicians are back again, mingling with what they now fondly call the "common people, my kind."

The officials who turned up their noses in the legislature to problems of the unemployed and welfare needs, while they were willingly cornered by big business lobbyists, are telling gross lies that they had sincerely worked for the jobless and small wage earners. Some of the corrupt politicians who have been politically seduced by moneyed interests, go to the people for votes and then sell out to the white elephants. These people are not difficult to detect. Never mind what they say; look at their records.

There are politicians who are on the payroll of the Big Five concerns, like all the Republican House candidates running from Hawaii. They are employed by the plantations and if elected, will be good leave of absence from their jobs. What else can they do but vote as their bosses and them to?

There are other politicians who are big arithmeticians themselves. An example is en. William Hardy "Doc" Hill of Hilo, whose campaign banners are on 400 cars on Hawaii. He has been also known to say that he would draw in pay from the Janus legislature. He will have to spend much more in getting "supporters" to go round for him.

When the politicians make their pitch or votes, just ask them this question: What about the welfare and particularly the common people?

OUR CHEATED CHILDREN

Is it time for the DPI to go back to school?

During the past couple of weeks the department's administrators have been subtly jolted by streams of students flowing back to school. The reason given for this excitement after school begins in this modern day when census reports and vital statistics are quite readily available, why couldn't the DPI have prepared facilities for the additional 4,000 students on Oahu.

Take the example of Thomas Jefferson School. There, a week after school started, the army came in to remove by blazing barracks at Ft. De Russey for classrooms.

Who is responsible for this shocking negligence? Dr. Harold Loper, superintendent of the DPI, was busy politicking and participating at the constitutional convention during a great part of the last school year. But he has assistants to carry on his work.

The ones who suffer are the students in public schools, the majority of whom come from the lower classes.

By pointing our finger at DPI negligence, we do not mean to ignore the inadequate appropriations our public schools receive. This is the root cause of the overcrowded conditions in the classrooms, but this is no reason why the DPI should not be on its toes.

Frankly Speaking

By FRANK MARSHALL DAVIS

OBITUARY FOR SMUTS

Jan Christian Smuts, field marshal and former premier of South Africa, is dead. In all this world, I know of few people whose chiselly 7-baker's face reveals in a mere glance, the trappings of an early childhood. But since we are shaped by the experiences of our extreme youth, he must have been prepared in his long career as one of the world's most influential statesmen and leader of the democracies in both world wars.

I was on Smuts at South Africa. Let's review the policies which made Smuts "beloved" and the kind of "democracy" which this "leader of the democracies" gave South Africa during two terms as prime minister and a lifetime of influence.

Whites Own 83% of Land

The Union of South Africa is an independent nation, although a member of the British Commonwealth of Nations. It is the Seer of a distinctive vote in their parliaments. Smuts and the other "ancients", as he is called by the "international" or "democratic" class, have been critical of the "White" race's control of their hard-won position, color and Asians seldom co-operate with a "pure-blooded" African, thus proving the effectiveness of the "divide and rule" technique.

The general policy is limited almost exclusively to the white minority. Non-whites are permitted to elect a small number of European representatives, while the "superior" or "advisory," but powerless Native Representative Councils.

Overcropped upon the northerly soil and then given taxes they cannot pay, they are forced into urban areas, packed into restricted compounds. Laws prohibit their becoming skilled workers: "they must be kept as laborers under the color line," so to speak. Since striking or absence from work is a criminal offense, wage-rebelling is for the non-whites a dangerous business to work for almost nothing in the huge diamond and gold mines owned mainly by American and British capital with European farmers who own virtually all the land.

Tongued Whips Used

Wages are lower than ever. In 1944, while Smuts dominated the government and was "leading the democrats" in World War 12, the prices of living, according to an artful investigation on farms in "cultural Provinces" and quoted black laborer's wages, not long out except to go to work, accompanied by a moon boy or overseer" and drew wages of 18 to 31 cents a day. Contingent laborers are not thought of by their employer's will. Tongued whips were used and workers were often threatened with the mines, they were shot to death by armed guards.

"This time, is the briefest kind of picture of the colonialism supported by Smuts, the "beloved elder statesman." Credited with helping form the Union of European representatives, the preeminent to be the UN charter, Smuts also distinguished himself by his support of discrimination on this border of world society.

Two years ago, Smuts and his United Party lost out to Dr. D. F. Malan and his Nationalists. Although Smuts remained in the government, he is about as faschist as you can imagine, any worse, the writings of which have paraded by the spiritual leadership and examples of the great "leader of democracies" for almost 20 years.

I, for one, cannot mourn his passing. I mourn only that he lived so long.